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From the Vice President
I am honored to be the new Vice President, and I look
forward to working closely with you to continue the
wonderful work that Lin Goodwin and her colleagues
have accomplished over the past three years. Under Lin’s
leadership, the division has focused on social justice and
the education of marginalized youth. I am grateful for
Lin’s creative use of sessions and meetings, her relentless
commitment to social justice and education for all
students and teachers, and her generosity and openness to
new people and ideas. My goal is to maintain and extend
her efforts, as we continue to open up our division to
ground-breaking work that informs the teaching
profession, reshapes our field, and also prompts us to
action.
As we continue to diversify our membership, the topics
we address through our scholarly work, and the venues
through which we distribute this work, we need to include
more teachers in our conversation. I want our research to
engage more broadly with teachers' voices and
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experiences, which also entails being open to non-traditional forms of research, and I want to use those
voices and that research to join actively and forcefully in the public conversation about teachers and
teaching. This will enable us both to support teachers, who are too often under attack, and to strengthen
the teaching profession, which is suffering, in large part as a result of those attacks.
Embracing teachers, as true partners in our work will only enrich our research. We no longer have the
luxury of conducting research on teaching and teacher education simply to theorize. If we think of our
field as both theoretical and applied, with a variety of constituents contributing to both aspects, then we
are compelled to rethink conventional understandings of the boundaries between research and practice,
researchers and practitioners.

Rethinking these conventional understandings can, in turn, help us extend our influence beyond the K12
and university classroom. Current teacher shortages across the U.S. suggest that the profession of
teaching has become less desirable than it was in the past. Engaging with teachers through an expansive
and inclusive notion of our scholarship can help us both to understand and to address this worrisome
trend and the policy decisions that have helped fuel it. I look forward to continuing our efforts to make
our division a place where hard questions are considered and successes celebrated, where new ideas are
tested and new findings, along with their implications, are revealed. Most importantly, I want our work
to continue to support and promote the crucial work of teachers and their profession.
Kathy
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Farewell Message from Lin
Dear Division K Friends,
Time no longer flies, it jets
at the speed of a super sonic
leaving us always a little stunned in its wake
that somehow it does not linger
anywhere as long as we thought…
or hoped.
Three years have just as surely slipped past me—
full of activity and roar indeed, but gone in a
whisper still the same. If I wax a little maudlin, it is
because my three years as Vice President of
Division K have been quite the adventure, one that
I will miss even while there are some things (just a
very, very few) that I admittedly will be glad not to
have to encounter again, for at least a while (can
you say too few program slots for too many
proposals? ). It has been an honor to serve, and I
say that with the most heartfelt sincerity. Think
about it…being entrusted to lead the largest
division at AERA filled with teachers, scholars,
activists, doctoral students from all over the
country and globe, all focused on the critical work
of educational equity, and the support and
preparation of socially just teachers for all children?
One could not ask for more important and
meaningful work! I thank you all for putting your
faith in me, supporting me through the three years,
forgiving my mistakes, laughing at my jokes, and
most importantly, responding to every invitation by
simply
showing up
and

contributing your time and ideas to our
collective conversations. I cannot say thank you
enough, but thank you many, many times for
your generosity.
I do feel proud of accomplishing a few things. I
think the most important was building
community and opening up spaces for more
voices, more diverse voices, and more
opportunities to connect person-to-person. I feel
really good about our business meetings and the
fact that we packed the (large) room each time. I
wanted to be sure that we did more than report
on technical division details, that we actually
used the time to talk to one another, learn some
things, do some inquiring together. Your
presence at business meetings told me that you
wanted this too, and that you felt that the
business meeting was yours, not mine. Most
important to me of all was to ensure that
Division K activities were inclusive and
welcoming, that the diversity of Division K
would be present each time we came together. I
think we made great strides in this regard as
witnessed by gatherings (meetings, sessions,
program planning, dialogues, committees, etc.)
that brought together members who embodied
multiple diversities across race, nationality,
language, institutional types, scholarly focus,
age, gender, and more. We are not there yet,
there is so much work still to do to be(come) the
community Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. dreamed
of but I think we made some concrete moves
towards this aspiration.
But it was not just Division K members who
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Message from Lin Continued
rsvp’d to my invitations…our conversations were enriched and deepened by local community members
who privileged us with their presence at AERA. Community-based organizations in Philadelphia shared
their on-the-ground advocacy work in support of schools, teachers and children, especially poor black and
brown children; community activists in Chicago—parents, professors, teachers, unionists—inspired us
with critical conversations about social action in the face of institutionalized racism; a historian used a
book she co-wrote for middle schoolers to situate the current Black Lives Matter movement historically,
because “despite the promise of equal protection for all Americans under the law, serious examples of
inequality occur in the U.S. legal system. Often these problems begin with the differing treatment of whites
and African Americans by police forces.”1 Those of us who attended these sessions can attest to their
power, their educative value, their honest confrontation of racism and oppression in this country, and the
redemptive possibilities these resisters offered through the examples of their lives.
Invitations to international members also received a resounding yes! I wanted to expand Division K
conversations beyond national borders such that diverse perspectives from across the globe could be
deliberately integrated into the mix. We heard from so many countries—South Africa, Australia, China,
Singapore, Portugal, Chile, just to name a few. Every country is grappling with similar issues—our/U.S.
concerns are shared by colleagues across the world. But how each country addresses the same question is
where learning happens and these sessions have been an education. As VP I have had the privilege of
inviting some sessions. I have been judicious each year, keeping aside only three sessions for my own
selection. This has allowed me to ensure that at every annual meeting under my watch, community
perspectives, international perspectives, and diverse perspectives that focus on equity in teaching practice
and policy, have been highlighted.
Creating spaces for talk, stealing time from the jam-packed AERA program is a daunting task, but I
managed it this past year (with AERA’s help). Three dialogue sessions became spaces for important
conversations: one facilitated by graduate students on challenging misconceptions in teacher education;
one dedicated to imagining teacher education in the next 100 years; and one focused on social justice in
and through schools, teaching, and teacher education, beginning with an honest assessment of where we
are—and not—as a profession, and where we must be. Feedback about the sessions has been
overwhelmingly positive, indicating that they were a fruitful endeavor. Other accomplishments during my
tenure included revising the program sections, adding a section on teacher leadership, revising the rubric
for proposal evaluations, adding a new preconference seminar focused on teaching and teacher education,
revamping the newsletter so that it could teach as well as inform, and of course, who will ever forget our
slogan:

So, it’s been real you all, a good high, a great gig, a grand party. I look forward to being an ordinary
AERA citizen again because I will get to actually spend time with friends I only see once a year (at
AERA). When you next see me, I’ll be relaxing at the bar. Feel free to buy me a drink because I will no
longer be the keeper of drink tickets (just kidding…a little).
With respect and many best wishes to each of you,
lin
1

Edwards, S.B., & Harris, D. (2016). Black Lives Matter. Minneapolis: Abdo Publishing, p. 33.
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Division K Dialogues
Re-imagining Teaching and Teacher Education in the Next 100
Years—What’s Next? A Conversation with You
Suzanne C. Carothers
New York University
Lively discussion, exchanging ideas, and interacting with one another was the expectation for the 60+
folk who attended this 10:35 Sunday morning AERA Session. And, they did. Critical to people being
expected to talk with each other, they first had to introduce themselves to each other. An icebreaker
activity was planned which launched our session. We continued with my reading of a children’s book,
The Perfect
Square, by Michael Hall. Using this as a metaphor for the task
ahead of us, the book became a visual prompt of what it
means to reconsider, renew, and re-imagine – to be willing
to move beyond the perfect straight lines that make a
square and discover new aspects yet to be seen of what
lines can become. All of which are necessary tools to seeing
new possibilities within the usual and mundane.
Our task was to. . . Collectively plan, Look ahead, Set goals,
Dream big dreams (Re)imagine Teaching and Teacher
Education in the Next 100 years by addressing the following questions:
1. Where do we want to be as a division, as a profession, as a teaching/teacher
education/teacher educator community?
2. How do/will current contexts (social/political/cultural/ economic/racial/etc.) shape and change
teaching and teacher education?
3. What actions can teachers and teacher educators take to ensure their voice and role in shaping
the future of the field?
4. What issues worry us, and how should we meet them?
What would inform the stance that the participants would
bring to these questions? Given the nature of the sociopolitical education landscape that privileges some and
marginalizes others, I wanted the participants to consider
how their own lived experience may inform the
educational policy, research, and practice they believe to
be appropriate for “other people’s children,” yet not “their
own children.”
To think about the next 100 years of teaching and teacher education, we
contextualized the conversation from a historical perspective identifying key issues from the past 100
years of a Pre-Industrial Agrarian Society to an Industrial Society, and now the Information Age.
A sampling of headlines from current newspapers across the county reinforced the fact that issues
related to teaching and teacher education are being played out daily in the forum of public opinion.
How timely for Division K to be asking what its role should be as this discussion moves forward.
During the Session as the nine groups gathered, they viewed the PowerPoint, responded to probes on
their Jot Down Sheets, and talked with others at their tables. Their lively discussion enabled them to
take their individual responses to a collective consensus in response to the questions above. Thus, they
5
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Dialogues Continued
identified some ideas about the road to change and
the hurdles to be faced in developing teachers in the
next 100 years for Division K’s consideration.
Here is a synthesis of some of the participants’ ideas:
1. Where do we want to be as a division, as a
profession, as a teaching/teacher
education/teacher educator community?
Division K needs to . . .















develop an ethical/moral code that
communicates what we are, what we
do, thus, determining what are our
shared values;
have a voice in policy that politicians
will listen to;
be part of “agenda setting” for
excellence in schools – not just serve
the powers that be;
foster connections between teachers, researchers, and policy makers;
support funded scholarship and research that represent the practices and beliefs of the
Division as it relates to the development of teachers and teacher educators;
become committed to being the teacher educators that we want our candidates to be
(change agents, compassionate advocates, counselors, promoters of social justice);
include opportunities for teaching candidates to explore restorative justice in meaningful
ways;
develop a teacher network for preservice teachers;
become the leader at the front and leaders in the
community, working in partnership with community
to bring about true change in our communities;
promote partnerships with families and communities;
play a role of activism in connection to the K-12
system;
define what “professional” means (content, skills,
subject knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, disposition); and,
question and explore what is the responsibility of teacher education schools.

2. How do/will current contexts (social/political/cultural/ economic/racial/etc.) shape and change
teaching and teacher education?





The social/political/cultural racial/realities and differences, this becomes a part of the
ethical framework we develop.
Considering the number of youth in the juvenile justice system and the disconnect they
feel from their communities and schools, teachers need to be aware of this population,
their different status, and needs. How then do we prepare teachers both in- and preservice – for these returning youth?
Schools of education don’t necessarily appreciate teachers’ work.
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Schools of education are not valued within the university (only when they are seen as “cash
cows”).
Teacher ed students are often working full time as classroom teachers leaving limited time
and energy to their teacher ed work.
School as space needs to be abandoned as a concept; explore apprentice based schooling.
The focus on standardized testing constrains the development of divergent thinking and indepth learning as it also de-professionalizes the role of teacher.
We struggle with the reality that when we address the issues of privilege, race, and all the
“isms” – the “hard to talk about topics” – it makes people feel uncomfortable and many
would rather avoid such discussions. But, we must have these conversations as we prepare
teachers to teach – among ourselves and with our students.
Issues in this current socio-political context for teaching and teacher education are:
certification programs (ever changing policies that define them), leadership awareness and
demonstrated skills to deal with complex issues of running a school, the proliferation of
charter schools in under-resourced communities, and the privatization of public education.

3. What actions can teachers and teacher educators take to ensure their voice and role in shaping the
future of the field?















Conduct more classroom based research.
Do collaborative research between teacher educators and teachers.
Explore a broader range of research questions, methodologies, etc.
Take a stand.
Reshape our power as a lobby/take to the streets.
Have a greater role in professional organizations and bridging the conversation there.
Close the disconnect between K-12 and Higher Ed.
Be active in state and local policy contexts.
Challenge our own students’ assumptions about race and diversity.
Be proactive instead of reactive.
Offer greater transparency.
Incorporate the use of technology in meaningful ways.
As teacher educators, do the necessary work we need to do to be able to competently and
comfortably address the issues of, race/class/gender identity/religion, with our students.
Through our course work and assignments, help to develop the kinds of teachers who use
their voices as spokespersons for the profession.

4. What issues worry us, and how should we meet them?
 How do we mitigate inequalities?
 That we rarely get to question 3 above.
 Achievement gap = access gap/opportunity gap from vicious negative policies that widen
the gaps.
 We are not invited to the commissions that shape policy.
 Although we need to take responsibility for what we do, have not done, and need to do in
teacher education, if the issue continues to be framed as a “crisis in teacher education,” the
complexity of the issues we face and their antecedents will not be addressed. The “crisis” is
beyond teacher education.
 What if the USA had a National Education Academy that was on the level of West Point,
Annapolis, etc? The clear message would be – to dedicate one’s career/life to
excellence/equity in education is as valuable as military service.
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The Teacher Education Thought Collective:
Confronting Myths at AERA
University-based teacher education in the
United States and in many contexts around the
world is under attack. A cacophony of voices in
the policy arena often drown out research that
contradicts agendas of those who initiate these
attacks, fostering an environment in which
myths about teacher education have a more
decisive role in guiding reform agendas than
years of carefully accumulated evidence. In this
context, it is important for teacher educators
and educational researchers to consider how to
engage with myths circulated within teacher
education and beyond it. Debunking myths perpetuated by others or reified within teacher
education - is essential for shedding that which
gets a hold of our imaginations, prevents us
from stepping out of the status quo, and stands

in the way of striving for a better future. As
David Berliner and Gene Glass note in their
popular books on myths threatening public
education, “it is essential that the truth replace
the fiction.”
With support from Professor Lin Goodwin, a
group of junior scholars organized a dialogue
session for Division K’s graduate students at
AERA 2016 to discuss, debate, and work
through some of the myths that plague teacher
education. During a well attended 90-minute
session, members of the Teacher Education
Thought Collective along with session
participants, explored the dangers of following
along such myths as:
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● strong content knowledge
is enough for good
teaching
● selecting “the best and the
brightest” can create a
strong teaching force
● diversity among teacher
educators themselves is
less important than
diversity of the candidates
admitted into the
programs
● knowledge of diversity
markers equips pre-service
teachers for dealing with
the fluidity and the
complexity of their
students’ multiple
identities
● high-stakes performance
assessments can serve as
the sole indicator of
readiness to teach.
What emerged from this dialogue
was a shared concern about the
technocratization,
deprofessionalization, and deskilling of teacher educators and
teacher candidates propagated by
these myths. These processes will
continue if the myths remain
unquestioned, unchallenged, and
unattended to.
This realization propels us to
consider how we can attend to
our roles as scholars, educators,
and researchers at the same time
as we consider ways to be

advocates,
activists, and
public
intellectuals.
Seeing the
deleterious effects
of current socalled “reform”
agendas on
university-based
teacher education
in other contexts,
such as what is
taking place in
England, we wonder how
we as emerging scholars of
the profession could strive
towards shared language,
shared vision, and shared
responsibility for our
collective future. One way
to accomplish that would
be through re-centering
our work on a vision of a
stronger democracy, the
values of
multidimensional
diversity, as well as a
commitment to equity and
social justice. But that is
not enough. We also need
to move beyond
individual research
agendas to work with
communities and
collectives that share our
concerns over the
destruction of public
education and attacks on
teachers’ professional
preparation with an eye to
educational equity for all.
Energized by the
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“The real safety of our
nation is preparing this
next generation, so
they can take our place
and be leaders of the
world…”
Geoffrey Canada

conversations during this
AERA session, we are
committing ourselves to an
ongoing dialogue and
creating online spaces to
support collective
engagement with complex
ideas that shape our
professional futures.
Olena (Helen) Aydarova,
Arizona State University
Mildred Boveda, Florida
International University
Blanca Caldas, University
of Texas at Austin
Nini Hayes, Marist College
Connor Warner, University
of Missouri - Kansas City
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Dialogues About Inclusion,
Equity, and Social Justice at
AERA
BZ Fennimore
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

“The function of freedom
is to free somebody
else.”— Toni Morrison

The centennial annual meeting

sharing of the thoughts and

of AERA in Washington DC

ideas that had emerged, new

provided countless

discussion tables were formed

opportunities for participants to

on topics such as research,

hear exciting and informative

policy, field placements,

presentations. Thanks to the

working with families, and

leadership of Vice President A.

making changes in sites of

Lin Goodwin, Division K took

practice. The session ended

these opportunities one step

with a dynamic general

further by focusing sessions

discussion of the topic and

specifically on the opportunity

related issues. It was clear

for collaborative dialogue about from the enthusiasm and
important issues. We had a

innovative ideas of session

great turnout for the session on

participants that the dialogue on

Monday May 11th titled: Equity, equity, inclusion, and social
social justice, inclusion in

justice in teacher education had

teaching, and teacher education been an important one.
– we’re not there yet, why?

Hopefully everyone took

What must we do to get there?

renewed inspiration and

How should/can we change our

commitment to change back to

practice and our research?

their professional communities.

The session began with a brief
introduction followed by small
group discussion of the session
title. How was it understood
and interpreted by each
participant? After a large group
10
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Division K Graduate Student
Pre-Conference Seminar
Dorinda Carter Andrews
Michigan State University
This year we had 26 students participate in the Division K
Graduate Student Pre-Conference Seminar! Participants
represented various regions of the country and included domestic
and international students. Our faculty mentors included Drs.
Dorinda Carter Andrews (Michigan State University), Gerald
Campano (University of Pennsylvania), Marvin Lynn (Indiana
University, South Bend), and Ana María Villegas (Montclair State
University). Students participated in a mini-cohort experience
through mentoring assignment to one of the faculty mentors. They
also had an opportunity to give a 7-minute presentation on their
dissertation research, focused on the significance of their research
and its potential implications for future research, practice, and
praxis in teacher education. These roundtable sessions were one of
the highlights of the seminar! As one student noted, “I felt that
presenting my own work and getting feedback from my colleagues
and roundtable mentor was exactly what I needed at this stage of
my program.” Students also engaged in a mini-cohort experience
by being able to engage in dialogue with a faculty mentor and a
smaller group of participants around immediate dissertation
concerns. Faculty mentors were able to provide guidance on
navigating the dissertation completion process. Participants were
also able to gain valuable insights from all of the faculty mentors in
two panels focused on scholarship and publishing, and positioning
oneself in the profession. As another student noted,
“I really enjoyed hearing multiple perspectives on
positioning self in the profession. As I look forward
to transitioning to a faculty position, I am often
worried about finding/maintaining work-life
balance. I enjoyed hearing about the diverse
experiences of the panel and their different strategies
for not losing oneself in academia. I have these
conversations with my advisor, but rarely do I have
the chance to hear so many diverse perspectives
from scholars in different contexts and at different
stages in their careers.”
These are just a few highlights of the seminar. Overall,
students found it very worthwhile for their professional
development.
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“Arriving at one goal
is the starting point
to another.”
John Dewey

“I tell
TELL my
MY students,
STUDENTS,
YOU do
you
DO not
NOT enter
ENTER the
THE
FUTURE—YOU create
future—you
CREATE the
THE
FUTURE. The
future.
THE future
FUTURE is
IS
CREATED through
created
THROUGH hard
HARD
WORK.”
work.”
JAIME Escalante
Jaime
ESCALANTE
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New Faculty Pre-conference
Clare Kosnik (University of Toronto), Renée Clift (University of Arizona), Roland Coloma (Miami
University), Tom and Nancy Dana (University of Florida), and Rich Milner (University of Pittsburgh) led
this year’s New Faculty Preconference. The first evening’s events encouraged everyone to get to know
one another by sharing one success and one challenge. In doing so, we learned that the 34 participants
represented a wide range of institutions across the United States, yet faced a number of similar issues.
Many had no mentors in their home institutions nor did they have mentors nationally. Many were
working through the combined stresses of moving, family obligations, and a heavy teaching load. All
were happy to be able to share their experiences with others in a supportive
environment.
On the second day we encouraged each participant to participate in smaller
discussion groups:
1. Teaching in Higher Education
Discussions included teaching with technology and teaching online,
managing a heavy workload, teaching somewhat out of field, and
constructing new identities as professors.
2. Getting Published
Discussions included making time to write, how to submit to
journals, what to do when an article is rejected or when one is asked to revise
and resubmit, and developing an identity as a scholar.
3. Maintaining One’s Identity and Balancing Demands
Discussions included caring for family members but also making time and caring for oneself,
setting priorities, the difficulty one faces as the only person of color on the faculty, and the social
and cultural press to conform to institutional norms.
4. Promotion and Tenure
Discussions included strategies for learning institutional expectations, being assertive in order to
protect writing time, seeking a connection between
institutional demands and one’s professional goals,
and mapping out strategies for success.
Throughout both days participants Tweeted new insights,
and at the end of the second day we each shared one
important thing we would take back from the
preconference. We also took a group photo as the session
ended. When we adjourned many people remained in the
meeting room to talk, share contact information, and
prepare to meet at future conferences. One participant
has set up a Facebook page. The facilitators were very pleased that the
preconference fulfilled our promise to allow everyone to share in a safe space and to make
new friends and professional colleagues.
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Division K 2016 Award Committees and
Recipients
Outstanding Dissertation Award
Outstanding Dissertation Award Committee
Thomas Philips, UCLA (chair)
Lauren Anderson, Connecticut College
Edward Brockenbrough, University of Rochester
Betina Hsieh, California State University, Long Beach

Teacher Education Reform as Political Theatre: Modernization
Dramas in the Russian Federation
Dr. Aydarova focuses on the reform of teacher education in Russia in the
global neoliberal context…and explores shifting and contested definitions
of teacher education in the face of globally circulating notions of what
constitutes “modern education” and a “qualified teacher.”

Olena (Helen) Aydarova
Arizona State University

Learning to Redefine “Good at Math”: Tensions and
Possibilities in Equity-Oriented Mathematics Teachers’
Everyday Practice
Dr. Louie tackles the problem of enabling teachers of mathematics to
achieve classroom instruction that is at once intellectually rich and
broadly accessible…[and] explores how ideas and practices
introduced in content-focused, equity-oriented professional
development manifested themselves (or not) in teacher-to-teacher
interaction and in classroom practice.

Nicole L. Louie
University of Texas at El Paso

We look forward to honoring more outstanding teacher educators in 2017!
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Awards Continued

Early Career Award Committee
Reyes L. Quezada, University of San Diego (chair)
Belinda Bustos Flores, University of Texas at San Antonio
Maria Assunção Flores Fernandes, University of Minho, Portugal
Emily Lin, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Lori Piowlski, Minnesota State University, Mankato
Joi Spencer, University of San Diego

Dr. Domínguez “seeks to challenge systems of privilege and
oppression that operate in the mathematics classroom,
especially in schools serving traditionally marginalized
students…[and] reimagine what children and teachers can do
in mathematics classrooms serving “at risk” students…that
these can be places where students and teachers generate
knowledge—not simply reproduce it” (Dr. Sandra Crespo).

Higinio Dominguez
Michigan State University

Mid-Career Award
Mid-Career Award Committee
Okhee Lee, NYU (Chair)
Cory Buxton, University of Georgia
Jennifer Langer-Osuna, Standard University
Bettina Love, University of Georgia
Denise Dávila, University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
Dr. Sealey-Ruiz’s scholarly work has made distinct
contributions to interrelated areas of research on
racial literacy in urban teacher education, critical
English education/literacies, culturally responsive
education, education of Black and Latino males,
and Black women college reentry...explicitly attends
to persistent issues of urgent concern to the
field…and prepares teachers to serve students with
diverse cultural and experiential backgrounds.

Yolanda Sealey-Ruiz
Teachers College, Columbia University
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Exemplary Research in Teaching and
Teacher Education Award
Practice-based professional development and self-regulated strategy development for Tier 2, atrisk writers in second grade. Contemporary Educational Psychology, January 2015.
Exemplary Research in Teaching and Teacher Education Award Committee
Luciana De Oliveira, University of Miami (chair)
Steve Athanases, University of California, Davis
Ana Maria Villegas, Montclair State University
Simone White, Monash University, Melbourne

Karen R. Harris
Arizona State University

Mary Adkins
Goucher College

This article by Drs. Harris, Graham and Adkins is carefully
written and represents the best empirical work that positions
the field and moves it forward…focus on the young years is
especially significant…connects professional development
practices with student outcomes…attends to equity concerns in
teaching and teacher development, by focusing on advancing
the learning of struggling writers…

Steve Graham
Arizona State University
15
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Innovations in Research on Diversity in
Teacher Education Award
“Schools within the Context of Community”
Innovations in Research on Diversity Award Committee
David Kirkland, NYU (chair)
April Baker-Bell, Michigan State University
Ranita Cheruvu, William Paterson
Lamar Johnson, Miami University of Ohio
Peter Tan Keo, NYU
Jamila Lyiscott, Teachers College, Columbia University
sj Miller, University of Colorado, Boulder
Amber Pabon, University of Pittsburgh
Chevare Warren, Michigan State University

Patricia Clark
Ball State University

Kristin Cipollone

Eva Zygmunt

Ball State University

Ball State University
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Innovations in Research on Diversity in
Teacher Education Award
Continued

Wilfridah Mucherah
Ball State University

Jon Clausen
Ball State University

Susan Tancock
Ball State University

The work of Drs. Zygmunt, Clark, Cipollone, Clausen, Mucherah and Tancock represents a new
paradigm for community-engaged/culturally responsive teacher education... Privileging the
wisdom and expertise of community members, their project matches candidates with neighborhood
host families…so that they might participate authentically in the life of the neighborhood, learning
values, beliefs, and cultures which inform children’s lives…the emphasis on critical service learning
alongside neighborhood residents…strengthens candidates’ understandings of how race, power,
and privilege are intersecting factors in teaching and learning.
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Legacy Award
Division K Legacy Award Committee
Sharon Ryan, Rutgers University (chair)
Wanda Blanchett, Rutgers University
Kathleen Hinchman, Syracuse University
Frank Pignatosi, NYU

Etta R. Hollins
University of Missouri, Kansas
City

“Dr. Hollins’ legacy to the field of teaching and teacher education is already assured by her own
dedication and accomplishments, by the lives she has touched, the programs she has created and
changed, and the teachers and scholars that she and her work continue to inspire…Her research on
“culturally relevant pedagogy, structured dialogue, and high- and low-performing urban schools has
resulted in numerous journal articles, peer-reviewed conference papers, and innovative books such as
Learning to Teach in Urban Schools” (Dr. Connor Warner). Dr. Hollins’ scholarship and service have been
recognized with such honors as the 2015 AERA Presidential Citation for Transformative Scholarship in
Teacher Education. Her scholarship on teaching and teacher education has extensive reach, touching
what teachers and teacher educators do in the classroom as well as what happens in policy arenas.
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A Message From Our Webmaster
Our social media and overall digital presence in
Division K is growing! Here’s a little story that will
show some perspective. When Lin Goodwin started
her tenure with the division, our Facebook page didn’t
exist! But she had the wherewithal and trust in the
division web master to foster and grow it. After her first
year with the division, we acquired over 300 members
and were well on our way to exceeding the next largest
division with Facebook members in their respective
group. During her second year, we not only exceeded
the next largest group, we WERE the largest group of
AERA members for any division! Today we’ve far
exceeded any expectations of total members and we are
now ahead of any other division and all SIGs
combined for AERA groups page in Facebook. At the
time of printing, we have well over 2,850 members in
our Facebook page and we’re growing at a rate of
about 30 new members each week! But there’s still
more to do!

you’re finding that would be of interest to our group,
issues that challenge us and make us think, or simply
post a job opening or broadcast your new book or
publishings. Get us engaged in the amazing work that
you and other members are doing and passionate
about! Finally, if you’re on Twitter, use our official
hashtags and follow the officers in our division to see
the issues they’re dealing with. Each of the schools we
follow has a myriad of issues in our profession that
must be brought forth and discussed!
@AERADivisionK – Official Division K Twitter Account
@algoodwin_TC – A. Lin Goodwin, Past Vice President
@KathySchultz22 – Kathy Schultz, Current Vice President
@DrDorindaCA – Dorinda Carter Andrews, Secretary
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AERADivisionK/

Our work cannot be done without the tireless efforts of
our division members. But we especially thank Lin
Goodwin for her dedicated and faithful service to our
division over the past three years. We wish you well as
you approach other interesting adventures. For
myself, I will return to you once again as the division
webmaster and hope my service to you will meet or
exceed your expectations. Look for our emails and the
truly exciting things that are upcoming with our new
division vice president, Kathy Schultz. We look
forward to continuing serving you. But we know our
ultimate service, and what we do, is made for the
children we serve and are bound to protect. Thank
you for a great year everyone! See you in San
Antonio!

During our annual meeting, we sent out nearly 400
tweets and many of those got retweeted or associated
with our official hashtags hundreds of times including
landing on the official AERA Twitter front feed
numerous times. Our website was further utilized to
download our latest newsletter as well get information
on invited speaker sessions, featured symposia, and
information on our graduate students. Furthermore, we
sent out at least one email a day during the conference
synthesizing the day as well as a preview of the next
day, and we were able to add more than 400 new
members in the four days of our annual meeting. But
there’s still more to do!

Chester Tadeja
Division K Webmaster

Despite our best efforts, we still have a need to further
harness the power of the internet and social media and
find ways to get to our members who don’t always
utilize these services. But even more importantly, we’re
looking forward to finding ways to utilize social media
that promotes the initiatives and issues important in
teaching and teacher education. As part of the largest
division in the largest educational research
organization in the world, we are passionate about our
field. We believe it’s important to engage in critical
discussions about diversity and social justice, as our
work is much more than public schools or classrooms.
As we bid farewell to our centennial celebration, we
urge you to get others to join in on the important
conversations we’re having. First and foremost, follow
us on Facebook! Use the link below to join. It’s free
and easy to do, in just one step. Then post information
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Division K
Membership
Shelley Thomas
University of Louisville

Shout Out and Thank you to the Division K Membership Committee
Amanda R. Morales - Kansas State University
Toni Williams – University of South Carolina
Logan Manning- University of Texas at San Antonio
Our goal was to develop and enact a strategy for recruitment. As a team, we elicited
input from both members and non-members of Division K to determine what is
important for our professional organization to support current members
(encouraging them to maintain membership) and welcome new members.
From that input, we affirmed that one valuable resource for recruitment is each of
us, and our diverse personal and professional connections. We all have the
opportunity to keep Division K relevant and our membership strong.
Reach out to colleagues in your institutions and within other organizations to which you belong. Here are a few
points (based on that input) to get the conversations started!
Division K









includes teachers and teacher educators across many types of institutions
connects members to one another through preconference seminars and fireside chats for doctoral
students and new faculty
is committed to social justice and equity
invites scholars to chose from 10 Sections for submission to the annual conference- each focused
on vital issues in teaching and teacher education
celebrates the accomplishments of members through annual awards honoring outstanding
dissertations as well as scholars in their early careers, mid careers and legacy awards.
Recognizes significant research through the Exemplary Research in Teaching and Teacher
Education Award and the Innovations in Research on Diversity Award
Highlights esteemed researchers and critical issues
through invited sessions
The reception at the AERA annual meeting!!

Need more? Invite your colleagues to follow Division K on
social media to find out more about our vibrant community!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AERADivisionK/
@AERADivisionK

